Noninvasive scoring algorithm to identify significant liver fibrosis among treatment-naive chronic hepatitis C patients.
Staging for liver fibrosis is recommended in the management of hepatitis C as an argument for treatment priority. Our aim was to construct a noninvasive algorithm to predict the significant liver fibrosis (SLF) using common biochemical markers and compare it with some existing models. The study group included 104 consecutive cases; SLF was defined as Ishak fibrosis stage greater than 2. The patient population was assigned randomly to the training and the validation groups of 52 cases each. The training group was used to construct the algorithm from parameters with the best predictive value. Each parameter was assigned a score that was added to the noninvasive fibrosis score (NFS). The accuracy of NFS in predicting SLF was tested in the validation group and compared with APRI, FIB4, and Forns models. Our algorithm used age, alkaline phosphatase, ferritin, APRI, α2 macroglobulin, and insulin and the NFS ranged from -4 to 5. The probability of SLF was 2.6 versus 77.1% in NFS<0 and NFS>0, leaving NFS=0 in a gray zone (29.8% of cases). The area under the receiver operating curve was 0.895 and 0.886, with a specificity, sensitivity, and diagnostic accuracy of 85.1, 92.3, and 87.5% versus 77.8, 100, and 87.9% for the training and the validation group. In comparison, the area under the receiver operating curve for APRI=0.810, FIB4=0.781, and Forns=0.703 with a diagnostic accuracy of 83.9, 72.3, and 62% and gray zone cases in 46.15, 37.5, and 44.2%. We devised an algorithm to calculate the NFS to predict SLF with good accuracy, fewer cases in the gray zone, and a straightforward clinical interpretation. NFS could be used for the initial evaluation of the treatment priority.